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Conclusion There needs to be a comprehensive approach to support SMEs (not just financing aspect)Finding from IMF:“partial approaches, such as policies focusing solely on direct public financing or guarantees, are unlikely to yield large benefits. Rather, meaningful, safe, and sustainable SME access to financing requires a holistic approach covering the key building blocks listed above, from Macroeconomic to legal and regulatory aspects. This approach can also trigger a virtuous circle of greater SME transparency and reduced informality, bringing about broader benefits to the economy and stronger demand for credit”Source: Financial inclusion of SMEs in MENAP and CCA



Crowdfunding is a small part of the whole fintech ecosystem
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What is 
crowdfunding?
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Source: The Global Alternative Finance Market Benchmarking Report, 
Cambridge Centre for Alternative Finance (2020)



Singapore’s 
Crowdfunding 
Industry

16th in the 
world

Top 30 Crowdfunding Volume in 2018
(Amount of funds raised) 

Source: The Global Alternative Finance Market Benchmarking Report 
(2020), Cambridge Centre for Alternative Finance
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Globally, China is clearly the largest market, accounting for 71% of total volumeUS : 20%APAC : 3%



Lending-based Crowdfunder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Singapore’s crowdfunding volumes have grown rapidly to make Singapore the top crowdfunding hub in Southeast Asia.  Debt crowdfunding It is a financial transaction between the moneylenders (investors) and the companies (borrowers). Typically, the borrower (company) agrees to pay back the principal plus interest to lenders at a predetermined date. This resembles bonds investments.Equity CrowdfundingInvestors offer capital in exchange for a stake in the companies. This is similar to investing in the stock market except that the companies are private companies rather than listed. Hence, the gains come from dividends and capital when the share value increases. 



Characteristics of SMEs

1 2 3 4 5



SMEs face credit 
constraints
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Presentation Notes
Definition of SMEs:…..In the aftermath of the global financial crisis in 2008, banks globally became cautious of lending, more so to small medium enterprises SMEs because of information asymmetries and collateral shortage. Adoption of new digital technologies in the financial services sector (or financial technology, fintech for short) in the last five years are helping SMEs overcome some barriers to access credit (OECD, 2018). More than 50% of formal SMEs lack access to finance (World Bank)For formal SMEs: current credit gap is estimated at USD1.2 trillion For both formal and informal SMEs: is at USD2.6 trillion. Crowdfunding allows investors and SMEs to connect directly, enabling investors access to new investment opportunities and borrowers access to funds that otherwise would not have been available  (Bruton et al. 2014). Crowdfunding can further facilitate SME development and contribute to stronger economic growth. This chapter investigates the potential for fintech, specifically crowdfunding in Singapore, to fill the SME funding gap and improve cashflow.
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1. Can crowdfunders address SME funding gap and improve 
SMEs’ cashflows?

Source: Experian, MAS SME Survey and the Cambridge Centre for Alternative Finance (CCAF)
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Singapore’s crowdfunding volumes have grown rapidly to make Singapore the top crowdfunding hub in Southeast Asia.  Debt crowdfunding It is a financial transaction between the moneylenders (investors) and the companies (borrowers). Typically, the borrower (company) agrees to pay back the principal plus interest to lenders at a predetermined date. This resembles bonds investments.Equity CrowdfundingInvestors offer capital in exchange for a stake in the companies. This is similar to investing in the stock market except that the companies are private companies rather than listed. Hence, the gains come from dividends and capital when the share value increases. 



• Both improved access to 
financing expectations and 
crowdfunding growth have 
reduced time to pay debt

• When there is higher GDP 
growth, SMEs stretch out 
payment, and use excess cash 
to invest or expand instead

Our Model

VARIABLES ESTIMATES

Access to Financing Expectations Y-o-Y Growth -0.320*

(0.154)
Crowdfunding Growth Y-o-Y Growth -0.0660***

(0.00525)
GDP Y-o-Y Growth 1.179*

(0.603)
Constant -0.551

(2.194)

R-squared 0.863
Robust Yes
RMSE 2.855
Dependent Variable ΔDTCt
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Explain what is DTC first.  To say what higher or lower DTC means before explaining the results
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Crowdfunding has a strong positive relationship with GDP per capita

GDP Per Capita



Drivers of 
Crowdfunding 

Volume

ln_CFit = α + β1 ln_GDPit +  β2 ln_GDPit
2 + β3 ln_VAit + β4 ln_DBit + β5 ln_ICRGit

+β6 ln_FAit + β7 ln_FDit + d1C1i + d2C2i + …. + dn-1Cn-1,i + εit
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Presentation Notes
Use fixed-effects (FE) because we are only interested in analyzing the impact of variables that vary over time. We control for country-specific effects Belief: Individual heterogeneity effect can be dealt with individual specific interceptsThe individual effects are correlated with the regressorsFormal test: CountriesSingapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, India, China, Japan, Korea, US, UK, Australia, 
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Crowdfunding is driven by:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updated: 12 Oct 2019InterpretationThe negative estimated coefficient on squared GDP per capita suggests that such effects become less important at higher levels of development. An IMF working paper studied the relationship between fintech credit provision and various aspects of financial development. It found a negative relationship between peer-to-peer (P2P) lending and traditional financial development, implying that it fills a gap. P2P consumer lending is negatively related to financial depth (the size of the financial sector relative to the economy), particularly in low-income countries. P2P business lending is negatively related to financial efficiency (the availability of financial services at a reasonable cost) in traditional financial markets. The paper concludes that low-income countries take advantage of the fintech credit opportunities in the consumer segment but face important challenges in the business segment) A process     :RQ                     (better quality governance / regulation)2) Outcome     : FD  / DB             (better development / ease in doing business)FI-AThe negative estimated coefficient on financial institutions access suggests that the lower the level of financial access, the higher the volume of fintech credit as corporates and consumers turn to crowdfunding, delivered efficiently and at competitive rates, to solve their financing problems.   Definition Note: SME Development Survey % of SMEs indicated high funding cost FI-D: banks credit to GDP / Pension fund assets to GDP / Mutual fund assets to GDP / insurance premiums to GDP FI-A: bank branches per 100,000 adults / ATMS per 100,000 adultsFI-E: Net interest margin / Lending-Deposit spreads / non-interest income to total income…othersThe purpose of the index is to capture the key features of financial systems – how deep, accessible, and efficient they are. That is separate from capturing the underlying drivers of these features, such as the institutional, regulatory, and legal frameworks,Source: https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2016/wp1605.pdf



Policy Implications

• Policies do matter to the development of crowdfunding

• Foster a conducive environment to increase the depth 
and breadth of the financial sector

• Facilitate availability of venture capital

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updated: 11 Oct, PMThe results are intuitive for Singapore its high GDP per capita, developed financial market, greater availability of venture capital, greater ease of doing business are key factors behind the growth of crowdfunding activity in Singapore. The Singapore government’s push towards digitalisation and growing the fintech market have played a significant role, though this was difficult to capture in the regression. Broadly, the composite country risk rating proxies the perception of risk and institutional quality of a country across the political, economic and financial dimensions.  The coefficient is positive (but not significant).  Singapore’s higher rating (higher rating means less risk) could also have contributed to the growth of crowdfunding activity. The dummy variables for Indonesia, Malaysia, Japan and the U.S are significant and positive, suggesting that there are country-specific factors that explains the variations in these countries. For instance, Malaysia has a relatively young population, with high mobile phone penetration, high demand and adoption of fintech services.  For the US, Silicon Valley is the global technology hub with a huge global talent pool and ready availability of venture capital which drives growth of fintech activities   According to a recent Accenture study using data from CB Insights, it found that Singapore is the third largest fintech market by funds raised, just behind China and India.  
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“

~ Bill Gates

Banking is necessary, banks are not

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First said this in 1994, and has since been the mantra of fintech



Full 
disintermediation

No dis-
intermediation

Would banks
disappear?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Would Fintech challenge banks to extinction?  CF is still new in Singapore, so too early to tell. In UK and US where CF is more mature, banks have been losing market share to CF.  Banks are buying CF to add to their technology offerings. Fintech is making inroads globally but has not yet reached disruptive critical mass”   ~ WBDigital platforms have so far focused on retail consumers and small and medium enterprises, but the rise of cloud computing enables large technology firms to directly engage with large corporate clients, and thus compete with banks in financial services provision to this clientele as well.A BIS paper explored how fintech financing is regulated across 30 jurisdictions. It found that for digital banking, most apply existing banking laws and regulations. In the few jurisdictions that had set specific digital bank regulatory frameworks, the main licensing and ongoing requirements were like those for traditional banks. However, digital banks typically faced restrictions on their physical presence and, in some cases, the market segments they could serve, and their fit and proper requirements tended to be more prescriptive. 



• Competition from fintech forces banks to innovate

• Becoming fully digital (DBS bank)

• Building digital banks overseas (e.g. DBS Digitalbank in India)

• Partnering with fintech (UOB + Ourcrowd, OCBC + Robo-
invest)

• Covid-19 crisis has changed the dynamics
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How are Singapore’s banks responding?
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Presentation Notes
OCBC RoboInvest, Singapore’s first bank-based robo-advisory service. With OCBC RoboInvest, OCBC customers now have an efficient and effective means of devising and executing their investment strategy from the comfort of their home.RoboInvest empowers you with 28 thematic portfolios backed up by market research and insights from a comprehensive suite of stocks and Exchange Traded Funds. Thus, it brings you the best of both worlds — technological know-how combined with human expertise to help grow your wealth.
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• They are start-ups themselves and 
dependent on venture capital funding

• Squeezed from both ends
- Funding is drying up
- Default rates are rising

• In many countries, support for SMEs from 
governments are channeled through 
banks, not crowdfunders.

• Only those with the stronger balance 
sheets will survive those with strong balance 
sheets will 
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Covid-19 is an existential threat to Crowdfunders
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